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1. TUVALU
2. SLOVENIA (on behalf of the European Union)
3. INDONESIA
4. SRI LANKA
5. NETHERLANDS
6. PHILIPPINES
7. POLAND
8. BELGIUM
9. FRANCE
10. MALDIVES
11. MOZAMBIQUE
12. GHANA
13. ANGOLA
14. SUDAN
15. HAITI
16. ZAMBIA
17. NIGERIA
18. TFYR MACEDONIA
19. ALBANIA
20. PANAMA
21. MOROCCO
22. CROATIA
23. MEXICO
24. EGYPT
25. AUSTRALIA
26. ITALY
27. CZECH REPUBLIC
28. VIET NAM
29. BANGLADESH (on behalf of the Least Developed Countries)
30. SPAIN
31. GREECE
32. SWEDEN
33. MALAYSIA
34. ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA (on behalf of the Group of 77 and China)
35. ALGERIA (on behalf of the Arab States)
36. TONGA (on behalf of the Pacific Islands Forum)
37. BARBADOS (on behalf of the Caribbean Community)
38. GRENADA (on behalf of the Alliance of Small Island States)
39. CHINA
40. FINLAND
41. BRAZIL
42. PERU
43. UNITED STATES
44. ICELAND
45. MARSHALL ISLANDS
46. INDIA
47. TUNISIA
48. SAN MARINO
49. SOLOMON ISLANDS
50. SINGAPORE
51. MONACO
52. RUSSIAN FEDERATION
53. DJIBOUTI
54. MALTA
55. UKRAINE
56. THAILAND
57. LIBYAN ARAB JAMAHIRIYA
58. NICARAGUA
59. ISRAEL
60. PORTUGAL
61. PAKISTAN
62. DENMARK
63. SAINT VINCENT AND THE GRENADINES
64. TURKEY
65. JAPAN
66. GERMANY
67. PALAU
68. UNITED KINGDOM
69. REPUBLIC OF KOREA
70. PAPUA NEW GUINEA
71. CYPRUS
72. CUBA
73. VENEZUELA (BOLIVARIAN REPUBLIC OF)
74. EL SALVADOR
75. IRAN (ISLAMIC REPUBLIC OF)
76. UZBEKISTAN
77. NAMIBIA
78. LEBANON
79. COMOROS
80. JAMAICA
81. SEYCHELLES
82. MONTENEGRO
83. UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
84. MONGOLIA
85. ARMENIA
86. SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC
87. CANADA
88. SAUDI ARABIA
89. SAMOA
90. QATAR
91. KENYA
92. BELARUS
93. COLOMBIA
94. DOMINICA
95. NEW ZEALAND
96. NORWAY
97. MICRONESIA (FEDERATED STATES OF)
98. GUATEMALA
99. NEPAL
100. TUJIKISTAN
101. KAZAKHSTAN
102. MALAWI
103. GUINEA
104. BAHAMAS
105. MAURITIUS
106. SAINT KITTS AND NEVIS
107. SWITZERLAND
108. ECUADOR
109. BOLIVIA
110. HOLY SEE
111. INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF THE RED CROSS AND RED CRESCENT SOCIETIES
112. ASIAN-AFRICAN LEGAL CONSULTATIVE ORGANIZATION
113. INTER-PARLIAMENTARY UNION
114. INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR MIGRATION
115. INTERNATIONAL UNION FOR THE CONSERVATION OF NATURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
116. SOVEREIGN MILITARY ORDER OF MALTA
117. EUROPEAN COMMUNITY